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About Visual Contracts
Visual Contracts makes contracts accessible from a
design and proactive law perspective. Visualization and
understandable language are a crucial part of these
contracts. The founder of Visual Contracts, Lieke Beelen,
studied Design for Interaction at the Faculty of Industrial
Design Engineering in Delft. She graduated in 2012
and first worked as a design researcher/UX designer
at Essense Service design, then went freelancing with
visual thinking and UX design assignments, before being
awarded the Hague Innovator Award in 2015 together
with a lawyer. With this prize, she has conducted research
into privacy on the internet together with the lawyer and
has redesigned Facebook's privacy statement with these
insights. This is still a design that is ahead of the market,
in which understandable language, visualization/web
infographics and UX design are used to make legal
content more understandable and accessible and thereby
activate people around awareness about legislation and
making good agreements.
In 2017, Lieke founded Visual Contracts as a platform that
brings together lawyers and designers to make law, and
specifically contracts, more accessible. To do this, it offers
the insights, knowledge and tools to further develop and
deploy 'legal design thinking' and make visual contracts
scalable. In order to make the law accessible and to be
able to build lasting relationships.

Your skills:
- UX design
- UX/design research
- graphic design
- figma, adobe, other prototyping tools, drawing
Your interests:
- law and justice
- business development
- social impact
- startups
- marketing and communication
Your attitude:
- learning mindset
- ambitious
- empathetic

What we offer
- online training on legal design thinking
- learn about visual contracts, contracts for results and
proactive law
- remote work environment
- team meetings at nice bars/cafe's/beerbrewers
- internship compensation of €250,- gross/month
- lots of autonomy and independent work
- learning of the experience and network of experienced
legal designers

How to apply?
Send your motivation letter/video/project, portfolio and
CV to lieke@visualcontracts.eu
www.visualcontracts.eu
Linkedin: visual-contracts
Twitter: @LegalDT

Master internship Allround legal design intern (6 months)
As an allround legal design intern you will support our
founder Lieke with all sorts of legal design projects,
marketing and sales and the overall business development.
You will learn about what legal design thinking entails
and what visual and proactive contracts are and will help
create visual contracts yourself.

Check out the website for our projects and
example visual contracts!

